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Price Breakthrough!!
1K Machine
We now offer our 1K hydro machine. The name could have a dollar sign in front as the selling price is
less than $1000. Okay, it retails for $995. The power output is similar to the standard Stream Engine.
Yes it has been some time since we sent out a newsletter. There are many things to report. The main
thing is that we are introducing a new model that uses many of the parts of the Stream Engine. We are
also raising the prices of the Stream Engine and Low Head 1000 as this has not been done since 2007!!
Prices of the Watter Buddy will remain the same for now.
These machines now use the new injection molded housings that are made from ABS and are very
tough, almost indestructible and will not suffer from corrosion. The universal nozzles and adapters are
also made from ABS and the price has dropped from $35 to $15. We also are making the low flow
runners in an injection molded form which are used on the 1K machine and can also be used on the
Stream Engine as an alternative to the stainless steel turbine wheels. I thought that injection molding
these parts would cost too much so I was pleasantly surprised to find that it was something I could
afford and achieve a higher quality.

1K Low or High voltage 1 nozzle…$995
Additional installed nozzles…$75
The generator on the 1K is not tunable like the one on the Stream Engine. It is available in a low and high
voltage version and each machine has a switch that can make the output wye or delta. This means that
the volts/amps ratio can be changed by the factor of the square root of three or 1.7321. Since the high
voltage version is three times the voltage of the low voltage generator, which can also be wye or delta,

this means that each iteration can be 1.7321 times the voltage of the previous model. So if you had a
generator that put out 30 volts with the delta connections, it could generate 30 x 1.732 = 51.9 volts with
correspondingly lower current as the power would be the same. Then if we used a high voltage machine
at the same site, it could generate 30 x 3 = 90 volts when delta connected and 30 x 3 x 1.7321 = 156
volts. In this way, these machines can be used with many sites and different voltages. It may not be an
exact match, so if you want that, you can always buy a tunable Stream Engine. Note also that this
machine can be used with various Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) devices to optimize output.
This also allows the generator to operate at a higher voltage than the load or batteries so that smaller
transmission lines can be used.
Heaters
Battery based hydro systems require a “dump” load which has power sent to it using a charge controller
when the battery bank is full. We have offered many types of these over the years. What we have now is
a great improvement over previous types. The only parts of these not made of metal are the terminal
strips and the high temperature insulation used on the wiring. These are available in the usual voltages
of 12, 24, and 48 and with 300, 600, and 1200 watt capacity. We now have something that can do this
job without glowing red hot and buzzing.
600W…$350

300W…$200

Don’t forget that we also carry water heating elements which is usually a better way to go as the excess
energy can be more useful than heating air. If you have solar as part of your energy mix, the output of
that can be combined with the hydro output. Then when the battery bank is full, you can benefit from
both power sources going to heat water. This can be considerable energy—depending on the size of
your system. Always make sure that your charging sources when combined are less than the rating of
your dump load heaters to keep the batteries happy.

1200W…$600
Keep in mind that if you do wish to go to hot water heating, that you could benefit from using one of our
thermostats as described in the previous newsletters. These are on our website under “resources”. This
technology makes it possible to use whatever amount of water is heated. That is, the thermostat allows
only hot water to pass through the system. In this way you can use what water is heated as it collects at
the top of the tank.

Thermostat…$75

Power Meters
Don’t forget about these. We put these together as there was not much available in this area. We offer
these so that the output of your water power system (or solar) can be easily monitored. We wanted
more than a simple analogue meter that would have to be supplied in several different ranges. We used
to do that. For many years we have offered machines that have the ability to measure output in amps
using the digital meter that is supplied with each Stream Engine. This is fine for the initial set up, it can
only be done at the hydro machine. Now you can see the output of your machine at the point of use
near the batteries. Available in 50 and 100 amp versions.

PM 50…$99

PM 100…$119

These meters read in volts, amps, watts and watt-hours. There is even a low voltage alarm. This provides
a valuable diagnostic tool as the things that affect output can be easily observed. If the power drops, this
could be caused by a lack of water or bearings that need replacing. Note that these are available in 50
and 100 amps versions. I find it useful to observe the watts reading as this does not vary much with
changes in voltage due to changing battery state of charge.

The Stream Engine
The main thing that has been done with this machine is to add the X-Stream version. This is done with a
magnet rotor that has bigger badder magnets than the standard version. Improvements to the standard
generator give it an output of about 700 watts per 1000 rpm. The X-Stream is capable of 1000 watts per
1000 rpm. Note that this only increases the capacity of the generator. It will not give you more power
unless the standard generator is overpowered. For example, if two standard machines could be used at
a site, maybe one X-Stream could do the job.

Here we have our Stream Engine showing the new X-Stream magnet rotor.

Stream Engine base price…$2295

LH 1000
Our low head machine is also receiving a face lift. Many of the aluminum parts have been replaced by
PVC. It has been found that after many years, corrosion has occurred on some machines. Some
installations affected more than others, which presumably is a result of the mineral content of the
water. So now that issue has been solved with the new parts.

LH 1000…$3295

For more information, go to www.microhydropower.com

